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The odd-even mass staggering in nuclei is analyzed in the context of self-consistent mean-field calculations,
for spherical as well as for deformed nuclei. For these nuclei, the respective merits of the energy differences
D (3) andD (5) to extract both the pairing gap and the time-reversal symmetry breaking effect at the same time
are extensively discussed. The usual mass formulaD (3) is shown to contain additional mean-field contributions
when realistic pairing is used in the calculation. A simple tool is proposed in order to remove the time-reversal
symmetry breaking effects fromD (5). Extended comparisons with the odd-even mass staggering obtained in
the zero-pairing limit~schematic model and self-consistent calculations! show the nonperturbative contribution
of pairing correlations on this observable.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The odd-even staggering~OES! of binding energies is a
common phenomenon of several finite many-fermion s
tems. In nuclei, it has been attributed to an experime
evidence of pairing correlations@1#. Assuming that the
masses are smooth functions of the number of neutrons
protons except for pairing effects, simple expressions h
been derived for the gap parameterD based on binding en
ergy differences between even and odd neighboring nu
@2,3#. Detailed analyses@4# and pairing adjustments@5# have
been based on these expressions. The simplest example
well-known three-point mass formula

D (3)~N!5
~21!N

2
@E~N11!22E~N!1E~N21!#, ~1!

whereN is the number of nucleons~neutrons or protons!.
A study of the OES in light alkali-metal clusters and

light N5Z nuclei @6# has led to the conclusion that this ph
nomenon was not due to pairing correlations but it is rat
due to deformation effects~Jahn-Teller OES! @7,8#. That
work motivated a study by Satulaet al. @9# on the mean-field
contribution to the OES in nuclei, especially coming fro
deformation. To isolate mean-field effects, the pairing fo
was set to zero and Hartree-Fock~HF! calculations were per
formed for light deformed nuclei. In this context, they o
served an OES of the energy throughD (3), itself oscillating

DHF
(3)~N!'0 if N is odd,

'
ek2ek21

2
if N is even. ~2!
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For evenN, (ek2ek21) is the gap around the Fermi leve
in the single-particle spectrum. It is zero for spherical nuc
~apart across subshells! and differs from zero for deformed
nuclei because of the spread doubly degenerate spec
~see Fig. 1!. Deformation is thus found to be responsible f
a direct contribution to the three-point odd-even mass f
mula.

With pairing correlations,D (3) ~odd! can a priori be a
measure of pairing effects only, whereasD (3) ~even! contains
an additional contribution related to the splitting of th
single-particle spectrum around the Fermi level. Such
scheme cannot account for the same oscillation ofD (3) in
spherical nuclei because of the large degeneracy in sphe
shells.

On the other hand, recent calculations of spherical
isotopes including pairing~HF1BCS calculations! @10# have
led to the conclusion that the five-point formulaD (5) was in
this case a better approximation of the pairing gap thanD (3)

~odd!.
The purpose of the present study is to analyze, for sph

cal and deformed nuclei, the different contributions to od
even mass differences in a fully self-consistent mean-fi

a.fr
FIG. 1. Schematic single-particle spectra and occupations

three successive deformed nuclei.
©2001 The American Physical Society11-1
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picture including time-odd components of the force. Our a
is to give a coherent picture and to extract a quantity m
directly related to pairing correlations. In addition, we wa
to investigate the connection between results obtained
and without the inclusion of pairing@cf. Eq. ~2!#, as well as
the physical content of this connection.

The present work is based on the conclusions of Ref.@11#
~hereafter referred to as paper I!, and is organized as follows
In Sec. II we introduce a separation of the microscopic bi
ing energy which allows one to separate different types
contributions to odd-even mass formulas. The theoret
framework used to perform our mean-field calculations
detailed in Sec. III. Results on spherical as well as deform
nuclei are presented in Sec. IV. The evolution of odd-ev
mass differences as a function of pairing correlations int
sity is studied in Sec. V using a schematic BCS model a
self-consistent calculations. Finally, the analysis of the
sults and the conclusions are given in Sec. VI.

II. ODD-EVEN MASS DIFFERENCES
IN SELF-CONSISTENT MEAN-FIELD CALCULATIONS

To evaluate and understand the contributions to the o
even mass differences of nuclei in a fully self-consist
mean-field picture, two questions are addressed in what
lows.

~1! How to define a procedure to extract different cont
butions to the OES and to identify unambiguously th
physical content?

~2! Is the analysis of the odd-even mass differences at
HF level of any help to understand what happens in
presence of pairing correlations?

A. Smooth contribution to mass formulas

Several finite-difference mass formulas@3–5# are used to
evaluate the neutron or proton ‘‘pairing gaps.’’ The aim is
extract the quickly varying part of the energy as a function
some parameters, such as the number of neutrons or pro
The underlying assumption is that the microscopic ene
splits into a quickly varying part and a smooth one.
nuclear structure, the rapidly varying component of the
ergy can be related to different phenomena, such as s
closures,N5Z line, light mass nuclei, time-reversal symm
try breaking, and reduction of pairing by blocking in od
nuclei. The OES being related to the last two effects, app
priate mass regions must be chosen in order to avoid the
three ones.

We define the smooth part of the energy as the one
tained when all nuclei are calculated as if they were e
ones~no blocking and no breaking of time-reversal inva
ance in odd nuclei!. Such an energy should not undergo od
even irregularities. It will be referred to asEHFBE for
‘‘Hartree-Fock-BogoliubovEven’’ and the associated wav
function will be denoteduCHFBE&. Such a definition of the
smooth part of the microscopic binding energy has alre
been used in a work dealing with the OES in nuclei@10#.
Then, the energy of an odd nucleus can be written as
01431
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~3!

whereEpol(N) is the difference of binding energy due to th
time-reversal symmetry breaking effect, andD(N) is the
positive contribution related to the fact that the odd nucle
is unpaired in the final HFB one quasiparticle~qp! state. It is
denoted as the self-consistent pairing gap, whereasEpol(N)
1D(N) is the self-consistent qp energy@11#.

We have shown in Ref.@11# that the stateuCHFBE& arises
naturally as an intermediate step in the nucleon addition p
cess. It defines an underlying even structure in an o
nucleus.

B. Finite difference mass formulas

Starting from the separation procedure defined by Eq.~3!,
the smooth part of the binding energy can be expanded
power series around a given mass numberN0,

EHFB~N!5 (
k50

`
1

k!

]kEHFBE

]Nk U
N0

~N2N0!k1Epol~N!1D~N!.

~4!

Finite-difference formulas have been derived@3–5# to
eliminate the successive derivatives of the smooth part of
energy. The three-point difference is written as

DHFB
(3) ~N0!5DHFBE

(3) ~N0!1Dpairing1pol
(3) ~N0!. ~5!

Using Eq.~4!, we have

DHFBE
(3) ~N0!'

~21!N0

2

]2EHFBE

]N2 U
N0

, ~6!

and

Dpairing1pol
(3) ~N0!5D~N0!1Epol~N0! if N0 is odd,

5
1

2
$D~N021!1D~N011!1Epol~N0

21!1Epol~N011!% if N0 is even.

Similar expressions are obtained for the fourth-order f
mula ~five-point difference!

DHFB
(5) ~N0!52

~21!N0

8
@EHFB~N012!24EHFB~N011!

16EHFB~N0!24EHFB~N021!1EHFB~N022!#

5DHFBE
(5) ~N0!1Dpairing1pol

(5) ~N0!. ~7!

Higher-order formulas can be derived in the same wa

C. Remarks onEHFBE and D„N…¿Epol
„N…

If EHFBE represents a smooth part of the binding ener
its contribution toD (n)(N) should be of the same order o
1-2
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PAIRING CORRELATIONS. II. MICROSCOPIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 014311
magnitude~at least in absolute value! for odd and even
neighbor nuclei. For instance, the contribution toDHFB

(3) (N) is
approximately equal to (21)N/2]2EHFBE/]N2, and since this
second derivative forEHFBE should be always positive an
smooth, it gives an oscillating contribution of similar amp
tude for odd and evenN.

Moreover, if such an hypothesis is valid, the contributi
of EHFBE to DHFB

(n) (N) will tend to zero, andDHFB
(n) (N) to

Dpairing1pol
(n) (N), with increasing ordern of the finite differ-

ence formula. The decrease ofDHFBE
(n) with n will have to be

checked in order to validate the above energy separation
With increasingn, Dpairing1pol

(n) (N) is an average ofD
1Epol over a larger number of nuclei. This assumes thaD
1Epol varies slowly with the~odd! nucleon number. If so
Dpairing1pol

(n) (N) will be a relevant observable in the nucle
with N nucleons.

The choice of the ordern of the formula used to extract
‘‘pairing gap’’ D(N) through the odd-even staggering will b
a compromise as regards the last two remarks.

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In order to study the odd-even mass staggering in
framework of self-consistent calculations, one has to use
HFB approximation, since time-reversal symmetry is lost
odd nuclei because of the blocking of a single nucleon. T
implies that time-odd components of the effective interact
must be included in the calculations. They are not as w
determined@12# as the even components since nothing c
strains them specifically in the usual fitting procedure of
fective forces@13#. Despite these uncertainties, it is impo
tant to study their contributions to binding energies and o
even mass differences, which are known to be signific
@14,15#.

The general formalism used here is detailed in Ref.@16#.
It is based on the self-consistent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliub
method, with an approximate particle-number projection
the Lipkin-Nogami prescription. In the particle-hole chann
we use a two-body force of the Skyrme type, SLy4, wh
has been adjusted to reproduce also the characteristics o
infinite neutron matter and, consequently, should have g
isospin properties@13#. This force has been shown to d
scribe satisfactorily nuclear properties for which it had n
been adjusted, such as superdeformed rotational b
@17,18# and the structure and decay of super-heavy elem
@19#. It should be mentioned that the time-odd compone
of the force are deeply involved in the description of ro
tional properties. The capacity of SLy4 to reproduce th
observables is an advantage as regards to the previous
cussion. In theT51 particle-particle channel, we use
surface-peaked delta force@Eq. ~8!# adjusted on the low spin
behavior of the moments of inertia of superdeformed ba
in the A'150 region@17#. This pairing force has also bee
shown to work well in very different mass regions, up to t
transfermium one, to describe ground-state as well as r
tional properties@20#. It is given by

V̂t5
2Vt

2
~12Ps!d~r12r2!S 12

r~RW !

rc
D , ~8!
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whereVt511250 MeV fm23 (t stands for proton or neu
tron!, r(RW ) is the local matter density of the nucleus,Ps is
the spin exchange operator andrc50.16 fm23 the nuclear
saturation density. AsV̂t is a contact interaction, we use
cutoff for the active pairing space, which ranges from 5 M
below to 5 MeV above the Fermi level@21# in the single-
particle spectrum.

IV. RESULTS

A. Spherical nuclei

Seventy ground states have been calculated along th
isotopic chain, from100Sn to 169Sn. Each oddN nucleus has
been calculated twice: first, as a HFB fully paired vacuu
with an odd average number of neutrons~HFBE state!, then
with the fully self-consistent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov plu
Lipkin-Nogami ~HFBLN! scheme. In this case, several o
qp configurations are investigated to determine the confi
ration corresponding to the ground state. Due to the ma
number of proton (Z550), all these nuclei are found to b
spherical in our three-dimensional lattice calculation.

Calculated and experimental@22# D (3)(N) and D (5)(N)
along this chain are given in Fig. 2. The staggering
D (3)(N) can be seen on the two panels, the values for odN
being smaller than for evenN. The amplitude of this stagger
ing is smaller for neutron-rich nuclei. No staggering occu
for D (5)(N).

CalculatedD (3,5)(N) are greater than experimental on
by several hundreds keV while the fit used for the pairi
force has been shown to work well in reproducing rotatio
properties in several mass regions. This is partly due to
merical difficulties to converge well several odd nuclei in t
region 1072125Sn that lead to an underestimation of the
binding energy by 200–300 keV. Moreover, correlations b
yond the mean field in odd nuclei should be larger than
even ones because of the large number of low-lying in
vidual excited states in the first case. Treating explicitly t
residual interaction through configuration mixing in odd a
even nuclei is expected to lower the OES by approximat
300 keV@23#.

In Fig. 3 are plotted the contributionsDHFBE
(3) andDHFBE

(5) to
DHFB

(3) andDHFB
(5) , respectively. Apart from the magic numbe

N582, one hasuDHFBE
(3) u@uDHFBE

(5) u50. This justifies the iden-
tification of EHFBE as the smooth part of the energy, an
indicates that higher-order formulas are not needed.

Assuming thatDpairing1pol
(3) is equal toDpairing1pol

(5) since
D(N)1Epol(N) is constant over a few odd nuclei~see Sec.
II A !, one can write

DHFB
(5) ~N!'Dpairing1pol

(5) ~N!

DHFB
(3) ~N!2DHFB

(5) ~N!'DHFBE
(3) ~N!. ~9!

The two sides of Eq.~9! are compared on the left han
side of Fig. 4. The accuracy of the agreement is impress
along the whole isotopic line~except as expected for th
magic numberN582). It confirms that the contribution o
the smooth part of the energy toD (3) is equal in absolute
value for even and oddN ~see Sec. II A!, the sign (21)N
1-3
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FIG. 2. Left: calculated odd-even mass differencesDHFB
(3) andDHFB

(5) for the tin isotopic line from100Sn to 169Sn. Right: knownDExp
(3) and

DExp
(5) . Experimental data are taken from@22#.
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being responsible for the oscillating pattern of this contrib
tion. The D (3) staggering corresponds to an oscillati
aroundD (5) due toDHFBE

(3) . One can, therefore, conclude th
D (5) is a measure of the rapidly varying part of the ener
Dpairing1pol

(5) (N)'D(N)1Epol(N). On the contrary,D (3)

~odd! contains smooth contributions, in particular the fu
asymmetry energy contribution to the OES.

The right panel of Fig. 4 provides a comparison betwe
DHFBE

(3) and DExp
(3) 2DExp

(5) . The agreement is very good. A
though the absolute values ofDExp

(3,5) are overestimated by
few hundred keV, the staggering ofDExp

(3) aroundDExp
(5) is well

reproduced by the contribution coming from the smooth p
of the energyDHFBE

(3) . This shows the strong decoupling b
tween the two contributions to Eq.~5!.

FIG. 3. Calculated odd-even mass differencesDHFBE
(3) andDHFBE

(5)

for the tin isotopic line from100Sn to 169Sn.
01431
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n
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To confirm this decoupling, we have performed the sa
calculation with a decrease of the neutron pairing intens
Vn by 20% to11000 MeV fm23. The left panel of Fig. 5
shows the response of the absolute OESDHFB

(3,5) . A few points
are missing on the figure due to problems of convergence
some nuclei with a reduced pairing strength. The odd-e
mass differencesDHFB

(3) andDHFB
(5) , which include the contri-

bution coming from the pairing gap, decrease also by
proximately 20%. On the other hand, the right panel of F
5 shows that the oscillation ofDHFB

(3) due to the smooth part o
the energy is not modified. Thus, the separation of Eq.~3!
divides the energy in a part extracted throughD (5) respond-
ing directly to the pairing intensity and in another one co
ing from EHFBE ~almost! insensitive to it.

In a previous study of254No @20#, we have shown that the
dynamical moment of inertia of its ground-state rotation
band depends more strongly on the radial dependence o
pairing force than on its intensity for a given radial for
factor. On the contrary, the OES around254No has been
found to vary proportionally to a change of the intensity
the pairing. From this and from the present results, we
conclude that the part of the pairing energy contained in
even energyEHFBE is probed by observables involving th
nucleus as a whole, such as rotation, and is more sensitiv
the analytical structure of the force. On the other hand,
part defined byD(N) is related to a specific blocked orb
and is very sensitive to the intensity of the pairing force. T
provides two different observables to adjust the strength
the radial dependence of the pairing force.

B. Deformed nuclei

Let us now extend our analysis to deformed nuclei. For
nine Cerium isotopes, from118Ce to 166Ce, have been calcu
lated. The deformation parameterb2 is given as a function of
A in Fig. 6 for HFB and HFBE calculations. The groun
1-4
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FIG. 4. Left: DHFBE
(3) is compared toDHFB

(3) 2DHFB
(5) along the tin isotopic line. Right: comparison ofDHFBE

(3) with experiment~see text!.
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-state quadrupole deformation undergoes large variat
from a region of strong prolate deformation around118Ce
(b2'0.37) to a prolate deformation region (b2'0.31
around160Ce) through the spherical140Ce nucleus. Figure 6
illustrates the fact thatb2

HFBE reproduces the mean evolutio
of b2

HFB with A.
It has been shown in paper I that, apart from the tim

reversal symmetry breaking effect, the HFBE and HFB c
culations lead to identical mean fields. The influence of
deformation on the binding energy of odd nuclei is contain
in EHFBE and the Jahn-Teller contribution to the odd-ev
mass differencesDHFB

(n) will thus be extracted throughDHFBE
(n) .

The energy separation~3! should allow to isolate the self
consistent qp energy through odd-even mass formulas in
01431
ns

-
l-
e
d
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same way as for spherical nuclei. Let us illustrate these st
ments along the cerium isotopic line.

On the left~right! panel of Fig. 7 are plottedDHFB(E)
(3) and

DHFB(E)
(5) . The comparison betweenDHFB

(3) 2DHFB
(5) andDHFBE

(3) is
presented in Fig. 8. Similar results and agreements as fo
isotopes are obtained:uDHFBE

(3) u is much larger thanuDHFBE
(5) u

which is close to zero andDHFB
(3) (N)2DHFB

(5) (N) is approxi-
mately equal to DHFBE

(3) (N). The contribution D(N)
1Epol(N) to the odd HFB energy is extracted throughD (5)

for deformed nuclei as for spherical ones. The effect of
formation on the OES~Jahn-Teller OES! is included in the
contribution coming fromEHFBE, which reproduces the os
cillation of D (3) aroundD (5) ~Fig. 8!. This contribution is
identical for odd and even neighboring nuclei, with an opp
FIG. 5. Left: calculated odd-even mass differencesDHFB
(3) andDHFB

(5) for the tin isotopic line with a reduced neutron pairing strengthVn

521000 MeV fm23. Right: DHFBE
(3) is compared toDexp

(3) 2Dexp
(5) for the sameVn .
1-5
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site sign contrary to what was found in Ref.@9#. We will
come back to this point later. It is unfortunately not possi
to make a significant comparison with the experimental d
for these deformed nuclei because the experimental e
bars are much too large.

V. TRANSITION TO ZERO PAIRING

Two types of calculations have been performed to stu
the OES in the zero-pairing limit. We have first used a sc
matic non-self-consistent BCS model in order to get qual
tive informations. Then, fully self-consistent HFB calcul
tions have been performed in order to take into acco
rearrangement effects and to obtain quantitative results.

A. Schematic model presentation

The schematic model consists in a non-self-consis
BCS scheme on top of a fixed single-particle spectrum$ek%

FIG. 6. Quadrupole axial deformation as a function of the m
number along the cerium isotopic chain for HFB and HFBE cal
lations.
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for one kind of particles only. No two-body force is include
the orbital dependent gap is given as an initial parameter
is parametrized as

Dk5D ExpF2S ek2l

3D D 2G , ~10!

D being the input. Let us mention thatD is the gap at the
Fermi energy.

The fixed spectrum can be eithera priori constructed or
taken from the self-consistent calculation of an even nucl
as a typical spectrum in a narrow region around that nucle
In what follows, the subscripts HFB~E! are changed into
BCS~E!.

The fully paired part of the energy as defined by the fi
term of Eq.~3! is that of a fully paired BCS vacuum

EBCSE~N!5(
k

vk
2ek2

1

2 (
k.0

Dk
2

A~ek2lN!21Dk
2

, ~11!

lN being fixed by the additional condition̂N̂&5N ~odd or
even!. For N even, it corresponds to the exact BCS ener
For oddN the BCS energy is

EBCS~N!5EBCSE~N!1Min$Ek
qp%, ~12!

where theEk
qp(N)5A(ek2lN)21Dk

2 are the quasiparticle
energies evaluated in the odd vacuum@11#. Once these ener
gies are given, the energy differencesDBCS

(3) , DBCSE
(3) , DBCS

(5) ,
andDBCSE

(5) can be computed.

B. Results on cerium isotopes

We have performed two different applications of the sch
matic model. First, we have used an equidistant twofold
generate spectrum simulating a deformed nucleus wit
single-particle level spacingde5400 keV. The calculation
has been performed for six different values ofD, from zero
to a typical value of 1200 keV. In the second case, we h

s
-

FIG. 7. Left: calculated odd-even mass differencesDHFB
(3) andDHFB

(5) for the cerium isotopic line from118Ce to 166Ce. Right: calculated
odd-even mass differencesDHFBE

(3) andDHFBE
(5) .
1-6
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PAIRING CORRELATIONS. II. MICROSCOPIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 014311
used a realistic spectrum of152Ce ~self-consistent HF spec
trum obtained with the SLy4 interaction!. Figure 9 displays
the evolution ofDBCS

(3) , DBCS
(5) with increasing gapD from

148Ce to 156Ce for both spectra. The left column is for th
equidistant spectrum while the right one is for the realis
spectrum.

For D50, we recover qualitatively the results obtained
HF calculations without time-reversal symmetry breaki
@cf. Eq. ~2!#. Namely,DBCS

(3) (N) oscillates between zero fo
oddN and a nonzero value for evenN; DBCS

(5) is different from

FIG. 8. Comparison between calculatedDHFBE
(3) (N) ~filled

circles! and DHFB
(3) (N)2DHFB

(5) (N) ~empty diamonds! along the ce-
rium isotopic line.
01431
c

zero for all values ofN. It follows that in this case,DBCS
(3)

~odd! extracts the gap.
When D is increased, this is no longer true. Odd-ev

mass differences are shifted to higher values in such a
that DBCS

(5) tends to extract the pairing gap whileDBCS
(3) oscil-

lates around this value. From the equidistant spectrum ca
lation, one can see that this asymptotic situation is achie
for a ratioD/de'0.5; i.e., as soon asD reaches 200 keV. In
real nuclei, apart for near-closed-shell nuclei, typicalD/de
values are greater than 0.5.

The right hand side of Fig. 9 shows that similar qualit
tive results are obtained using a realistic spectrum for
formed cerium isotopes, even though the structure of
realistic spectrum modifies the artificial regularities of t
former case. The discrepancy betweenD and Min$Ek

qp% ob-
served for some nuclei is due to the fact that the qp in
odd fully paired vacuum is not always such thatu22v2 is
exactly 0@11#. From a quantitative point of view,DBCS

(5) ex-
tracts precisely the quasiparticle energy as soon asD at the
Fermi energy reaches 60% of the realistic value obtaine
an HFB calculation of these isotopes.

This can be understood from Fig. 10 which gives t
EBCSE contribution to the different odd-even mass formul
for identical values of the gap, using both spectra. The os
lation of DBCS

(3) (N) aroundDBCS
(5) (N) is also plotted. ForD

50, DBCSE
(3,5) is equal toDBCS

(3,5) as in this caseEBCS andEBCSE

are the same for odd nuclei as well (Min$Ek
qp%50 in the odd

vacuum for a vanishing pairing!. Through the even part o
the energyEBCSE, we have isolated the quantity responsib
for the Jahn-Teller OES of Eq.~2! in absence of pairing.
However, as the pairing increases this part of the ene
es

m.
-

.

FIG. 9. DBCS
(3) , DBCS

(5) , andD as a function of
A. From top to bottom, the pairing gap increas
from 0 to 1200 keV. Left column: calculation
with an equidistant doubly degenerate spectru
Right column: calculation using the self
consistent neutron HF spectrum of152Ce. In ad-
dition to D, the lowest qp in odd nuclei is shown
Results are displayed between148Ce and156Ce.
1-7
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FIG. 10. Energy differencesDBCSE
(3) , DBCSE

(5) ,
andDBCS

(3) 2DBCS
(5) . Left and right panels: same a

for Fig. 9. The results are displayed betwe
148Ce and156Ce.
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becomes smoother withN in such a way thatDBCSE
(5) goes to

zero whileDBCSE
(3) oscillates regularly around it. When pairin

increases, the deformation effect on the OES is equally
distributed to even and oddD (3)(N) in such a way that it
produces the staggering ofDBCS

(3) aroundDBCS
(5) .

These schematic calculations help in understanding
link between the apparently contradictory results obtained
HF calculations whereDHF

(5) is not zero and the BCS one
with the pairing turned on whereDBCS

(5) equalsDpairing(1pol) .
The contributions toD (5) coming from the two parts of the
01431
e-

e
in

energy evolve in opposite ways. The even contribution
creases from a nonzero value because of the deforma
effect described in Ref.@9# to zero value with increasing
pairing. At the same time, the blocking contributio
Dpairing(1pol) increases with pairing as expected. This illu
trates why and howD (5) extractsDpairing(1pol) only for a
realistic pairing strength.

Figure 11 gives a graphic representation ofEHFB and
EHFBE as a function ofN for both the zero-pairing and th
realistic-pairing cases. It is drawn for an underlying doub
FIG. 11. Binding energy as a function ofN for the even part~squares joined by dashed line! and for the full odd states~circle!. Left panel:
no pairing. Right panel: realistic-pairing case.
1-8
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degenerate single-particle spectrum typical of a deform
nucleus. The left panel gives the zero-pairing case where
can see that the even part of the energy is not a sm
function of N and that the exact odd energy differs fro
EHFBE only if polarization is included. The Kramers dege
eracy is responsible for the linear behavior ofEHFBE between
two successive even nuclei while the single-particle le
spacing is responsible for the change of the correspon
slope and induces the asymmetric Jahn-Teller OES of
~2!. In the realistic-pairing case displayed on the right pan
the behavior ofEHFBE becomes smooth with the nucleo
number and no asymmetry between odd and evenN remains.
As a consequence, one can graphically see that the J
Teller OES cannot be transposed to the realistic-pairing c
as it is in the absence of pairing.

C. Results on tin isotopes

For spherical nuclei, the same kind ofD (3) staggering as
for deformed nuclei is observed experimentally and fou
theoretically in HFB calculations, while such staggering do
not occur at the HF level because of the strong degenerac
the spherical shells.

We now apply our model with the HF spectrum of122Sn.
Figure 12 displays the same quantities as Fig. 9 betw

FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 9 for tin isotopes. The calculation is d
using 122Sn HF spectrum. Results are displayed between118Sn and
126Sn.
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118Sn and 126Sn, with a gap varying between 0 and 190
keV. This latter value corresponds to the theoretical gap
the Fermi energy in the HFB calculations. As expected,
DBCS

(3) staggering is seen forD equals 0 apart for the transitio
between 2d3/2 and 1h11/2 spherical shells which occurs
N equals 120.

As D increases~from top to bottom on Fig. 12!, two
modifications on odd-even differences occur simultaneou
namely, the appearance of an odd-even staggering forDBCS

(3)

and the extraction of Min$Ek
qp% through DBCS

(5) . As for de-
formed nuclei, the oscillating behavior ofDBCS

(3) is directly
related to the contribution from the even part of the ener
This transition from a situation where noDBCS

(3) staggering
exists for zero pairing to a situation where a clear stagge
develops, shows that the calculations with and without p
ing are not related in a simple way.

D. Single-particle level spacing and odd-even mass formulas

In Refs.@9,24#, it has been suggested that theD (3) oscil-
lation as a function ofN could be used as a measure of t
splitting of the single-particle spectrum around the Fer
level for even deformed nuclei@see Eq.~2!#. To study the
validity of this statement, we compare in Fig. 13DBCS

(3) (2 j )
2DBCS

(3) (2 j 11) and (ek112ek)/2 for zero and a realistic
value of the pairing strength. The variation of the chemi
potential as a function ofA is also plotted. In the left column
are presented the results of the calculations for the cer
isotopes with an equidistant spectrum and with a reali
spectrum in the middle. In the right part of the figure a
shown the results for tin isotopes using a realistic spectr

For D50 and 1200 keV, the splitting of the single-partic
energies in the cerium spectrum is exactly reproduced by
staggering ofD (3) if the equidistant spectrum is used. Th
result suggests that one can extract informations about
neutron~proton! single-particle spectrum along an isotop
~isotonic! line through odd-even mass differences wheth
pairing is present or not. On the other hand, using a reali
spectrum this conclusion is valid only in the limit of vanis
ing pairing. For a realistic value ofD, the difference
DBCS

(3) (2 j )2DBCS
(3) (2 j 11) is no longer a measure of (ek11

2ek)/2. This is actually the case as soon asD reaches 60%
of a realistic value. This is further confirmed by the calcu
tion on tin isotopes whereDBCS

(3) (2 j )2DBCS
(3) (2 j 11) is non-

zero for realistic-pairing strengths, whereas the correspo
ing spherical single-particle energies are highly degene
~see the right column!.

This result can be understood as a consequence of
very different way a nucleon is added whether pairing cor
lations are present or not. When starting from an HF st
while the pairing is increased, the amount of binding ene
associated with the addition of a nucleon in the even str
ture is less and less related to a specific single-particle
ergy. Rather, the nucleon is spread out on the levels aro
the Fermi level because of pairs scattering@11#. Conse-
quently, the memory of the underlying single-particle spe
trum is washed out. Besides, this is the reason why
HFBE energy becomes smoother as a function ofA with

e

1-9
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FIG. 13. Upper rows:
D (3)(2 j )2D (3)(2 j 11) compared
to the splitting around the Ferm
level in the even nucleus (ek11

2ek)/2 for two extreme values of
the gap ~top, D50; middle,
D realistic). The 1.5 MeV splitting
for 120Sn is out of scale. Lower
row: chemical potential in MeV as
a function ofA for the two values
of D.
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increasing pairing~cf. Fig. 11!.
The bottom row of Fig. 13 illustrates the previous sta

ment by showing the chemical potential in the even state
a function of the mass number. Let us consider the two ca
that make use of a realistic spectrum~middle and right pan-
els of the bottom row!. ForD50, l is sensitive to the orbits
while for D realistic it behaves more smoothly as a function
A and does not reflect the structure of the spectrum anym
Thus, since one has

DBCS
(3) ~2 j !2DBCS

(3) ~2 j 11!'
]2EBCSE

]N2
'

]l

]N
, ~13!

this observable is no longer directly related to the sing
particle level spacing around the Fermi level for a realis
pairing strength. The strong influence of the single-parti
level structure is lost for a value of the gap smaller th
typical splittings in the spectrum (De goes from 200 keV to
1 MeV in the studied cerium region!.

In the calculation based on an equidistant spectrum,
left panel of the bottom row illustrates why in this case o
can still extract informations about the single-particle le
spacings through odd-even mass differences for a reali
pairing intensity. The evolution ofl with A does not depend
on D. Indeed, even if the nucleon is spread over the Fe
sea, the average effect of the pair scattering process ca
out because of the symmetry of this spectrum. As a res
the energy added by the extra nucleon remains equal to
single-particle energy of the orbit on which the nucleon
01431
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put in absence of pairing. This points out the inherent lim
of schematic models used with very simplified single-parti
spectra.

The above result could not have been worked out
spherical tin nuclei with models limited to a singlej shell.
Indeed, from the bottom row of Fig. 13, one sees that
effect involves several spherical shells for the pair scatter
For instance, the pair scattering effect is efficient enough
D equal toD realistic to loose the information about the 1.
MeV splitting between the 2d3/2 and 1h11/2 spherical
shells.

E. Self-consistent calculations

Let us present the same analysis for fully self-consist
HFB calculations of cerium isotopes. Pairing correlations
gradually turned on through the increase of the neutr
pairing force intensityVn up to the realistic case presented
Sec. IV B. Figure 14 displays the same quantities as Fig
and 10. Instead of the perturbative BCS quasiparticle ene
Min$Ek

qp%, the energy differenceEHFB2EHFBE is given. This
quantity is the self-consistent version of the created quasi
ticle energy in odd nuclei@11#. The upper left panel show
that it is nonzero in the zero-pairing case since it alrea
contains the time-reversal symmetry breaking effect t
shifts up all theDHFB

(n) .
First, let us concentrate on the odd-even differences

EHFBE for Vn50 ~right upper panel!. For this particular case
we will use HF and HFE subscripts instead of HFB a
HFBE. There are neither polarization nor pairing effects a
1-10
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FIG. 14. Left~right! column:DHFB(E)
(3) ~circles

with solid line!, DHFB(E)
(5) ~squares with dashed

line!, self-consistent qp energyEHFB2EHFBE ~tri-
angles with dotted line! and DHFB

(3) 2DHFB
(5) ~stars

with dotted line!. From top to bottom the inten-
sity of the neutron-pairing force increases from
to 1250 MeV fm23. Results are displayed be
tween 148Ce and156Ce.
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one can focus on the strong influence on the results of
self-consistency in the mean-field treatment. Contrary to
schematic results,DHFE

(3) ~odd! can be significantly differen
from zero in this case~several hundreds keV, for exampl
between 145Ce and 149Ce). Self-consistency significantl
modifies the picture as compared to the independent par
scheme, especially in regions of varying deformation@9,25#.
SinceDHFE

(3) ~odd! is not zero, it is thus difficult to argue tha
DHFE

(3) ~odd! will extract Dpairing . The only possible state
ment is that in the zero-pairing case an OES is seen with
oscillatingDHF

(3) together with a nonzeroDHF
(5) .

The energy differenceDHF
(3) ~odd! is closer toEHF2EHFE

thanDHF
(5) . However, as the pairing intensity increasesDHFB

(5)

extracts the energy differenceEHFB2EHFBE, which is noth-
ing but the staggering of the energy, whileDHFB

(3) oscillates
around this value. This is the case as soon as the pa
intensity reaches about 72% of the realistic value (Vn5
1900 MeV fm23). This statement is valid even when se
consistency effects are large in this region of varying def
mation. The results are presented only for a small part of
cerium isotopic line, the same conclusions holds for
whole line.

From the right column giving the even contributions f
increasing strengthVn , one can see that the analysis of t
schematic calculations remain true. Namely, as also
cussed in Sec. IV B, the oscillations ofDHFB

(3) aroundDHFB
(5)

are quantitatively reproduced by the contribution from t
even, smooth part of the energy for realisticVn .
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In Fig. 15, theDHFB
(3) andDHFBE

(3) staggerings are compare
with the single-particle level spacing around the Fermi e
ergy in even nuclei. The left panel displaysDHFB

(3) (2 j )
2DHFB

(3) (2 j 11), DHFBE
(3) (2 j )2DHFBE

(3) (2 j 11), and (ek11

2ek)/2 for Vn50. The staggerings ofDHFB
(3) and DHFBE

(3) co-
incides. It means that this staggering is entirely due to
even contribution to the OES. Moreover, theD (3) staggering
roughly extracts the splitting in the HF spectrum except
the region of varying deformation (124Ce to 152Ce) where the
rearrangement due to self-consistency from one nucleu
the next is large.

The right panel displays the same quantities in the cas
realistic pairing intensity. With pairing included,ek

VnÞ0 is the

eigenenergy of the HF field deduced fromek
Vn50 by continu-

ity. Again, the DHFB
(3) staggering is well reproduced b

DHFBE
(3) (2 j )2DHFBE

(3) (2 j 11) along the whole line, whateve
the magnitude of the self-consistency effects is. However,
information about the HF eigenenergies is lost in this ca
Indeed, the addition of a nucleon is no longer related t
single orbit when pairing is included@11#. These conclusions
are the same as in the case of the schematic model.

VI. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed an analysis for the odd-even mass s
gering based on the definition of a ‘‘virtual’’ odd nucleu
~HFBE state! having the structure of an even one as t
underlying structure of the ‘‘real’’ odd nucleus@10,11#.
1-11
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FIG. 15. Energy differencesDHFB
(3) (2 j )2DHFB

(3) (2 j 11), DHFBE
(3) (2 j )2DHFBE

(3) (2 j 11), and single-particle splitting (ek112ek)/2 around the
Fermi energy for self-consistent calculations of cerium isotopes.
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For realistic pairing intensities, it has been shown that
D (5)(N) mass formula extracts precisely the self-consist
HFB quasiparticle energy for spherical as well as for d
formed nuclei. The self-consistent HFB quasiparticle ene
corresponds to the blocking of the odd nucleon on top of
fully paired odd reference vacuum and contains both
pairing gap,D(N), and the time-reversal symmetry breakin
effect Epol.

Similar results have already been reported for spher
nuclei in Ref.@10# where the extraction throughD (5) of the
pure blocking contribution to the ground-state energy of o
nuclei was pointed out. However, this work was done in
HF1BCS framework and without breaking time-revers
symmetry andD (5) extracts then only the self-consiste
pairing gap (Epol50). Such an approximation limits the pe
tinence of the comparison with experimental data. O
present study does incorporate this physical effect and
tends that earlier work to realistic cases and to deform
nuclei.

Satulaet al. @9# made a similar study for deformed nucl
in the HF approximation, as a reference to identify pairi
contributions to the OES. They proposed to useD (3) ~odd! as
a measure of the pairing gap and the differenceD (3) ~even!
2D (3) ~odd! as the Jahn-Teller contribution to the OES~con-
tribution from deformation!. They have also neglected time
reversal symmetry breaking effects.

In this context of time-reversal invariance, our extend
analysis of the OES as a function of pairing correlatio
intensity within the frame of a schematic BCS model h
allowed to sort out the contradictory former proposition
The conclusions of Satulaet al., based on Eq.~2!, have been
shown to hold only for very weak pairing. For a realist
pairing intensity,D (3) ~odd! is no longer a measure of th
gap alone, since it contains an additional contribution co
ing from the even part of the energyEHFBE as defined in Eq.
~3! ~see Sec. V!. On the other hand,D (5) extracts the pairing
gap in this case. Self-consistent HFB calculations have c
firmed these conclusions from a quantitative point of view
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Let us go one step further by introducing, in a se
consistent mean-field picture, the time-reversal symme
breaking effect on binding energy. This effect is forma
related to the physical blocking process in odd nuclei
extensively discussed in Ref.@11#. It follows that it is deeply
associated with the self-consistent pairing gap in such a
that these two energetic quantities cannot be separ
through odd-even mass differences. They are both conta
into D (n)(N) at all orders inn when using experimental data
Consequently, one has to include this effect in realistic c
culations in order to compare directly theoretical and exp
mental odd-even mass differences.

Finally, we have identified in the present paper the phy
cal content ofD (3) and D (5) in fully self-consistent mean-
field calculations including realistic pairing,

DHFB
(3) ~N!'D~N!1Epol~N!1

~21!N

2

]2EHFBE

]N2 U
N

~14!

DHFB
(5) ~N!'D~N!1Epol~N!. ~15!

where, in the picture of Ref.@11#, 1/2]2EHFBE/]N2 is related
to the nucleon addition process and contains the full as
metry energy contribution to the OES whereasD(N)
1Epol(N) is related to the blocking of this nucleon.

Comparing their results with those obtained by Sat
et al. @9#, Benderet al. @10# argue that the Jahn-Teller effec
~called ‘‘mean-field effect’’ since it is related to the structu
of the single-particle spectrum! is not connected to the oscil
lation of D (3) found for spherical nuclei (EHFBE contribu-
tion!. We have demonstrated that theD (3) staggering was
always related to the EHFBE contribution ~typically
650/150 keV). This energy is related in some way to t
single-particle structure of a given nucleus, but our exten
schematic and fully self-consistent calculations have sho
that the experimentalD (3) staggering cannot be identifie
1-12
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with single-particle level spacing at the Fermi surface as s
gested in Ref.@9,24#, apart for nuclei immediately nea
magic ones.

Our results are based on calculations done in theA
5100–170 mass region. They should also be valid
lighter nuclei. Indeed, the regime~independent particle o
correlated system! in which the system stands depends on
typical ratio D/de. It has been shown in a schematic BC
model that the correlated regime is achieved for a ra
D/de'0.5 whereas for realistic calculations in theA
5100–170 mass region, it is achieved for a value of
pairing gap a few times smaller than the level spacings n
the Fermi energy. These two arguments are in favor of
correlated limit for nuclei in the mass regionA530–100
whereDF /deF is typically between 0.5 and 1 for midshe
nuclei. In order to check this statement, we have perform
an exploratory calculation for Mg isotopes between24Mg
and 28Mg using our schematic BCS model. The sing
particle spectrum and gap value at the Fermi energy ta
from a self-consistent HFB calculation of24Mg were used.
The results support the extrapolation of our results to ligh
masses. It also shows that theEHFBE contribution toD (3)

increases in average with decreasing mass number as
mean single-particle level spacing increases at the same
It qualitatively explains the well-known increase of theD (3)

staggering aroundD (5) in light nuclei ~see Fig. 3 of Ref.@9#
for instance!.

The only limitation of the above conclusions concer
nuclei with neutron~proton! number one or two units awa
from magic numbers. These nuclei belong to the interme
ate regime whereD (3) ~odd! is of the same quality or bette
than D (5) to extract informations about the blocking effe
~see upper panels of Fig. 9!. However, the limitation con-
cerns a very limited number of nuclei which, in any ca
should not be used for a study intended to adjust the pai
force. It has also been shown that the pairing force should
fitted on global observables, such as rotation and or
related observables as the OES in order to adjust at the s
time the parts of the pairing energy contained inEHFBE and
in D(N).

The above analysis is directly related to the nucleon
dition process that is significantly modified by the inclusi
of pairing correlations in the nuclear wave function@11#.
Besides, in a recent lecture@25# where Satula and coworker
results on the OES were reported, Flocard suggested tha
somewhat surprising that the prescription of Eq.~2! derived
using an independent particle picture remains correct
strongly correlated systems as nuclei. The present work
shown that this doubt was justified since pairing in su
systems is strong enough in general to modify the picture
washing out the decisive influence of single-particle energ
on odd-even effects.

Once we have identified the physical content of theD (3)

and D (5) odd-even mass formulas, their respective adv
tages and drawbacks as suited quantities for a detailed s
or fit of a pairing force remain to be analyzed. Equation~15!
shows thatD (5) contains one quantity in addition to the pa
ing gap. Actually, D (5) ~odd!, for example, contains a
weighted average ofD1Epol over three odd nuclei. As
01431
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shown in Fig. 16, this is responsible for a slight deteriorat
of the validity of identity~15! when D1Epol changes sud-
denly around one nucleus~see 163Ce for instance!. On the
other hand,D (3) ~odd! containsD1Epol from the studied
nucleus only, which is an advantage overD (5).

Equation~14! shows thatD (3) contains an extra contribu
tion coming from the smooth part of the energyEHFBE. In
Sec. IV, this extra contribution has been shown to be of
order of650 to 6100 keV in spherical tin isotopes and o
the order of6100 to6150 keV in cerium deformed nuclei
namely it contributes for about 8%–12%. Then, the tim
reversal symmetry breaking effect has been theoretically
tracted in Ref.@11# through a perturbative calculation@la-
beled (Eapp

pol ) in the present work# for the cerium isotopes and
it appeared to be of the order of1100 to1150 keV.

It follows that the two last previous contributions rough
cancel out inD (3) ~odd! and that the relative weight ofD(N)
is larger inD (3) ~odd! than inD (5) ~odd!. However, the de-
tails of this cancellation are not under control sinceDHFBE

(3)

and above allEpol(N) are not well known. In particular, the
time-reversal symmetry breaking process deserves m
studies since the results are force and model depen
@11,26,27#. In order to exemplify the situation, Fig. 16 als
givesD (3) ~odd! and an approximation of the self-consiste
pairing gap, @D1Epol2(Eapp

pol )#. Results are not shown
when the hypothesis of the perturbative calculation is
fulfilled @11#. One can see thatDHFB

(3) ~odd! is often closer to
the self-consistent pairing gap thanDHFB

(5) ~odd!, which means
that the cancellation between the two different effectsEpol

andDHFBE
(3) is quite effective in the present case.

Finally, one should proposeD (3) ~odd! as the better suited
quantity for a detailed study of the pairing gap or for the
of a pairing force through the adjustment of theoretical a
experimental odd-even mass differences. We would like
stress the fact that this conclusion is not a validation of
analysis performed in Ref.@9# as the way to reach it has bee

FIG. 16. Comparison betweenDHFB
(5) ~odd! and the self-

consistent qp energyD1Epol along the cerium isotopic chain. Th
comparison betweenDHFB

(3) ~odd! and an approximation of the self
consistent pairing gapD is also given.
1-13
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very different and needed the inclusion of time-reversal sy
metry breaking in order to point out thea priori unexpected
cancellation betweenEpol and DHFBE

(3) ~odd). Moreover, this
conclusion still depends on more extensive analysis of
time-reversal symmetry breaking contribution in differe
mass regions to be done in order to study the presently fo
cancellation effect. As an example, we may interpret t
effect to be responsible for the overall agreement found
tween Dexp

(3) and several averaged1 theoretical HFB pairing
gaps in an extensive re analysis of the commonly acce

1It consists of averaging over several isotones~isotopes! the neu-
tron ~proton! pairing gap in even nuclei, after a possible weight
average over the Fermi sea.
nd
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-
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t
nd
s
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ed

formula D512A21/2 MeV for the pairing gap as a function
of the mass number@28#.

It is important to stress that our purpose takes into acco
only one kind of pairing correlations, i.e., proton-proton a
neutron-neutron pairing. The questions related to prot
neutron cooper pairs aroundN5Z nuclei need, of course, a
extension of our approach. Satula and Wyss@29#, Vogel @30#
as well Terasakiet al. @31# have investigated these question
Their conclusions correlated to an extension of our wo
could deliver a good indicator to fix the theoretical intens
of this neutron-proton pairing.
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